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Writing has been with us for several thousand years, and nowadays is more

important than ever. Writing is a form of art, where in art just like a piece of drawing

which is beautifully  built with a lot of details, that's how writing is considered. It's a

use of different words together to try to convey a message to the reader or your

audience, but unlike art which gives a message which can be intercepted various of

ways depending on the person viewing the image and his perception of the idea

,writing cannot create this confusion as how its strait up and conveys the message in

which there is no room for debate

Although some percent of  people are still unable to read and write, humanity relies

on writing a lot. Nowadays  more communication takes place in the written than in

the oral mode. That is a big fact as how nowadays we are texting and chatting with

everyone and the internet is making it spread faster.As the technology advances

more and more ,writing occurs and we can see as how we have so many written

stuff as the books  in the libraries networks and many more thing which are used in

our ordinary life

. This idea brings us to another question as to what it means to be an effective writer.

Being an effective writer means choosing the best set of words that can be used to

describe an event , convey a message in the most effective way to the audience. An

effective writer should also be clear and make his message easy to be clarified by

his audience.

Some experiences I have had with writing which have led to seeing writing the way I

do now are how in the beginning when we were doing essays in high school we used

the word ‘i” and mostly wrote our paper in the first person point of view .



And now as we progress and move to the different stages of life we develop and

learn new writing skills which are necessary for us to sound more polite and

educated. Writing is a great tool as how as i mentioned before with the way

technology processed  we are able to convey things that we couldn't do before and

state  words that if we were to be in person would bring an upsetting , but if you do

this behind the computer or phone screens you still convey the same message and

take less risks. Writing is great tool but it has its own risk as how sometimes your

message goes to the wrong audience and causes a backlash to start especially if

you are someone with a high status as how in general people try to get the worst out

of you, no matter how much good you have done they try to find one bad thing and

try to take you down. Your words weigh a lot and as you climb up the social status

and some sayings you used to say cannot be said anymore and you have to put ink

in your words so it doesn't cause a disturbance and affects your life to a downfall .

People  with power should express their writing more freely but in  fact they are the

ones that have a limitation of swords as how they would lose their position if they

said something that was true but people didn't like it . I feel that nowadays people are

being pushed into a limitation of their freedoms of expression which also includes

writing. It is interesting how times have changed and we are being more selective

with our writing.






